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Summary. Prediction of the minimum miscibility pressure (MMP) of the vaporizing gas drive (VGD) process is modeled by use 
of an equation of state (EOS) with different mixing rules joined with a newly formulated expression for the unlike three-body 
interactions between the injection gas and the reservoir fluid. The comparison of the numerical results with the available 
experimental data indicates that an EOS alone overestimates the MMP. When the EOS is joined with the correct version of the van 
der Waals.mixing rules and the unlike three-body interaction term, however, the MMP will be predicted accurately. 

Introduction 
The ternary or pseudoternary diagram is a useful way to visualize 
the development of miscible displacement in EOR. The phase be
havior ofa reservoir fluid for which the exact composition is never 
known can be represented approximately on a triangular diagram 
by grouping the components of the reservoir fluid into three pseu
docomponents. Such a diagram is called a pseudoternary diagram. 
• The scope of this paper involves the use of the Peng-Robinson .

(PR) EOS, along with coherent mixing and combining rules de
rived from statistical mechanical considerations. Also discussed is
the implementation of 'the three-body effects in the evaluation of
the phase behavior of ternary systems and in the prediction of the
MMP of simulated reservoir fluids. To support the application of
the model, it was preferable to obtain phase-behavior data for true
'ernary systems, such as CO2/n-butane/n-decane and methane/n- · 
Jutane/n-decane, which are rigorously described by ternary di
agrams. Moreover,. experimental vapor/liquid data for the above 
systems are available at pressures and temperatures that fall within 
the range of the majority of oil reservoirs. 

The usefulness of the PR EOS has been tested 1,2 with limited 
success in predicting the phase behavior and MMP's of simulated 
reservofrfluids. With the PR EOS, an overprediction of the MMP 
ofthemethane/n-butane/n-decane system was observed and it was 
believed to be the result of limitations of the PR equation, which 
does .not accurately predict the phase behavior of the methane/n
butane/n-deca,ne system in the critical region. In addition, the pre
diction of tne vapor/liquid coexistence curves of the CO2/n
butane/n-decane systems was not satisfactory· in all ranges of 
pressures· and compositions. 

. The ultimate objective of this paper is to show the impact of the 
mixfu� and combining rules on the prediction of the phase envelopes. 
and the contribution of the three-body effects on phase-behavior 
predictions near the critical region. 

van. der Waals Mixing Rules 
It can be shown from the conformal solution theory of statistical 
mechanics that the pair-intenµolecul9-r potential energy function of 
any two molecules of a mixture can be related to the potential energy 
function of a reference fluid by the following expression·: 

½ U;j(r)=fuuo(rlh;j ), .............................. (1)

where 
, u

0 
= potential energy function of reference pure fluid, • 

/; • = conformal molecular energy parameter, and 
hlj

(j, = conformal molecular length parameter of interactions
between Molecules i and j of mixture. 

By use of Eq. 1 in the statistical, mechanical, virial, or en�rgy EOS, . 
and in the application of the conformal solution approximation to 

the radial distribution functions of components of a mixture,3 it 
can be shown that 

n n 

fxhx= E Ex;xjfljhlj ......................... , .... (2) 

and 
i j 

n n 

hx= E Ex;x1h;1, .................................. (3) 
i j 

where h x and fx are the conformal solution pai:ameters of a 
. hypothetical pure fluid that can represent the mixture, and X;, Xj · are mole fractions. This means that for the extension of applica
bility of a pure fluid EOS to mixtures, one has to replace the
molecular energy and the length parameters of the EOS with the
above mixing rules.

As an example, the PR4 EOS, which has received wide accep
tance in process engineering calculations, is chosen in this investi
gation to perform vapor/liquid equilibrium calculations,
. In the PR BOS,

RT a(n 
p=-------, . . · ...................... (4) 

V-b V(V+b)+b(V-b) 

it is customary, for the mixture, to calculate parameters a and b 
with the following expressions, which are known as their mixing 
rules: 

n· n 

a= E Ex1xj aij, ........................... · ........ (5)
i j 

n 

b= Ex1b1, .••••••••••.••••.•••••••••••.•••• ; •.••• (6) 

and 

aiJ=(l-�u)(auajj)½ . .............................. (7)

To apply the van der Waals mixing rules correctly in the PR EOS, 
we must separate thermodynamic variabl�s from constants of the 
BOS. Thus, we can write the PR BOS in the following form: 

V c!RT+d-2✓(cd/RT) 
z = --------, ········••'••·······<8) 

V-b (V+b)+(b/V)(V-b) 
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This new form indicates that this BOS has three independent con
stants, b, c, and d. Parameters b and dare proportional to (molecular 
length)3 , or bcxh and dcxh, while parameter c is proportional to
(molecular length)3 x (molecular energy), or cr:xjh. Thus, the
mixing rules for c, b, and d will be 

" n 

c= E Ex;xj
cij • ; ........................•........ (9)

i j 

n n 

b= E Ex1xj
bij, ........... , ..................... (10) 

i j 

and 

" n 

d= E Ex1xA
i

· ................................. (11)
i j 

The combining rules for the unlike interaction parameters b, c,
and d that are consi�tent with the above mixing rules will be 

- 3 
I, JJ (

b .'h +b ,'h )3 
h1r

(l -tu ) 2 
, ....................... (12)

. ( dl +d1t )
3 

dq=(l -mu ) 3 --=- ....................... (13)
2 

and 

In Eqs, 12 through 14, parameters k;J, l
ij

, and mu are the binary
interaction parameters that can be adjusted to provide the best fit
to the experimental data. We will discuss the shortcoming of using
mixing rules for multicomponent mixtures (three components and
more), and we will propose the concept of unlike three-body inter-
actions to correct this problem, 

Theory of the Three-Body Forces · 

In a fluid system, the total intermolecular potential energy of the
interacting molecules may be written in the following form: 

N N 

U= E u(ij)+ E u(ijk)+ ... , ......... ........ (15)
i<J i<J<k 

where u( ij) is the pair intermolecular potential energy between
Molecules i andj, and u(ijk) is the triplet intermolecular potential
energy between Molecules i,j, and k. It is shown5 that the contri
bution of the triplet intermolecular interaction energy to the total 
intertnolecuiar potential energy is on the order of 5 to 10 % .
However, higher-order terms (four-body interactions and higher) 
in Eq. 15 are negligible. Moreover, when a third-order quantum 
mechanical perturbation to the energy of interaction is carried
out, 6•7 it can be shown �hat the leading term in the three-body in
teraction energy is the dipole-dipole-dipole term, which is known
as the Axil rod-Teller triple-dipole dispersion energy. The Axilrod-
1eller potential is given by 

.. "Uk(I +3 cos 'Yi cos 'Yj cos 'Yk) 
U(1Jk)=-------'----, ..... , ........ (16)

( r
/J
rJkr;k) 3 

where i, j, and k are the three molecules that form a triangle with
sides rij, rjk• 1:1nd r;k and interior angles 'Y;, 'YJ • and 'Yk· For the
evaluation of, the triple-dipole constant "

IJk it is possible to show8 

that 
3h ,. oo 

"iJk = 

2 \ a1(iw)aj(iw)ak(iw)dw, ............. (17)
11"(411"Eo) 0 
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where 
a;(iw) = dipole polarizability of Molecule i at the

imaginary frequency, iw, 
h = Planck constant, and 

E0 = vacuum permittivity. 
Several approximate expressions for PiJk have been proposed 
however, the expression often associated with the Axilrod-Teller
potential function has the following form: 

where I; is the first ionization potential and a1 is the static polariz
ability of Molecule i. 

In Eq. 16, "iik will be a positive quantity (indicating repulsion)
provided that the molecules form an acute triangle; it will be negative 
(indicating attraction) when the molecules form an obtuse triangle.
Contribution of three-body effects to the Helmholtz free energy of 
a pure fluid using the statistical mechanical superposition approxi
mation for the molecular radial distribution function is described
by a Pade approximant6 : 

3b - NP /1 {p,) 
A -

d
9 

fz(p,)
' ................................ (19)

where 

f1(p,)=9.87749p,2 + l 1.76739p,3 -4.20030p/, ...... (20) 

fz(p,)= 1- l .1 27 89p,+0.73166p,2, ................. (21) 

and 

p,=(11"/6)(n43 /V), ................................. (22\ 

in which N is the _number of molecules in volume V and dis a hard
core molecular diameter. As a result, the following rel�tion holds
for the Helmholtz free energy of pure fluids: 

A=>A 2b +A3b, .............• : ..•...•.•......•..•. (23) 

where A Zb is the Helmholtz free eriergy from pair intermolecular
interactions, and A 3b is the Helmholtz free energy from triplet in-
termolecular interactions. 

An empirical BOS is usually joined with a set of mixing and com
bining rules wh�n its application is extended to mixtures. By com
paring a mixture empirical BOS with a statistical mechanical HOS, 
we can conclude that for pure fluid and binary mixtures an em
pirical BOS can represent mixture properties correctly because the
energy of interaction related to Puz and P122 is accounted for by
the empirical EOS through the binary interaction parameters used
in the combining rules. When we use a mixture BOS, however, 
that is based on the above concept of mixing rules for multicom
ponent mixtures (ternary and higher systems), there will be a defi
ciency in the mixture-property representation. This deficiency is
caused by lack of consideration of any unlike three-body interaction
term in such empirical BOS. This deficiency can be corrected by
adding the contribution of the unlike three-body term resulting from
the Axilrod-Teller potential to the empirical BOS. Consequently,
for the Helmholtz free energy of a multicomponent mixture we can
write 

n n n 

Ae
=Ame(a,b)+ I; E ExixjxkAJ{, i·:ff=Fk, .. , , . • •, .(24,

i j k 

where 

3b N"iJk /1 (d) 
AiJk = d9 fz(d) ' ............................... (2?)
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in which dis the mixture average hard-core molecular diameter,and Am'(a,b) is the Helmholtz free· energy evaluated with themixture empirical EOS. 
Vaporizing Gas Drive and MMP 

)"he vaporizing-gas-drive mechanism is a process used in EOR toachieve dynamic miscible displacement or multiple-contact miscibledisplacement. Miscible displacement processes rely on multiplecontact of injected gas and reservoir oil to develop an in,situ vaporization of intermediate-molecular-weight hydrocarbons from thereservoir oil into the injected gas and thus to create a miscible transition zone. 9 The miscible agents used in such a process may include naturalgas, inert gases, and CO2• Dynamic miscibility with CO2 has amajor advantage because it can be achieved at a lower pressure thanwith natural or inert gases. For a given fluid system (crude oil and a miscible agent) and temperature, the minimum pressure at which miscibility, can be achievedthrough multiple contacts is referred to as the MMP. J:he MMPcan also be defined as the minimum pressure at which the criticaltie-line (tangent to the binodal curve at the critical point) passesthrough the point representing the oil composition (Fig. 1). Dynamic miscibility can be achieved when the reservoir fluid lies tothe right of the limiting tie-line, In the evaluation of a petroleum reservoir field for possible CO2 or natural gas flooding, certain data are required that can bemeasured in the laboratory. In the absence of measurements, suchinfonnation can be estimated from fundamentals and theoretical considerations, The required infonuation includes the MMP, PVT data,asphaltene precipitation, viscosity reduction, and the swelling ofcrude oil. It is obvious that accurate predictions of PVT data and
MMP have impomant consequences for the design of a miscibledisplacement process. A mathematical model is presented for theevaluation of the MMP. 

Evaluation of the Critical Tie-Line. The governing equations of.he critical state of a three-component system 10 are given by thefollowing detenninant equations: 

DI= =O ........... , . (26)

and

D2= =0, ............... (27)

where the partial derivatives of the molar Gibbs free energy, g(p,T,x;), are obtained at· constant p, T, and x3• When the abovedetenninant equations. are solved for the critical co,mpositions, thetangent to the binodal curve at the critical point will be obtainedas the following: 
X 1 c -x i dPn == • • • • ' • • • • • • t • I + + + • , , • t � • I t • • t I • 

0 
+ + (28),dx2 

COMPONENT 1 

. Compositional 
Path 

__ Critical Point 

Critical Tie Line 

COMPONENT 3 COMPONENT 2 

Fig. 1-Description of vaporizing gas drive misclbillty/MMP 
through pseudoternary diagram. 

at the critical point, where x I c and x2 c are the critical compositionsof the light and intennediate components, respectively. Pn is theinterpolating polynomial of the binodal curve, and the first derivativeof the interpolating polynomial at the critical point is approximatedby a central difference formula. It should be pointed out that a goodestimate of the critical point of a mixture can be obtained from thecoexisting curves and combined with Eq,. 28 to generate the criticaltie-line. 
Phase-Behavior Calculations 

The expression for the fugacity coefficient, cf>;, depends on theEOS used and is the same for the vapor and liquid phases: 
""" 

RTln cf>; = \ [(8p/anih vn -(RTIV)JdV-RTlnz . .... (29)
. ' ' • J 

.With the implementation of the three-body effects, the mixtureEOOwill be 
p,{3 (f\fz-fif'i) p=(oA/oV)Tn

=pe +X 1XzX3- ---- , ........ (30), b3V . j2 
where pe is the empirical EOS,

{3=(8/27)1rN Av 4"123• ...... : ....... , ..........•.•.. (31)
J1 = (of1 lop,)= 19. 7 549 8p,+35.30217p,2 '- l6.80120p, 3,

........ , .......................... (32)
and

fz = (ofzlop,) = -1.127 89+ t.46 332p,. . .............. (33)

TABLE 1-VALUES OF BINARY INTERACTION PARAMETERS FOR THE DIF.FERENT MIXING RULES 

System 

Methane/n-Butane 
Methane/n-Decane 
·n-Butane/n-Decane
CO 2/n-Butane
CO 2 /n-Decane

Reference 

11 

11 
11 

11 
12 
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Temperature· 
(K) 

344.26 
344.26 
344.26 
344.26 
344.26 

Pressure 
Range 
(bars) 

10 to 103 

1 to 120 
1 to 9 

11 to 66 
13 to 128 

Binary Interaction Parameters 

Correct Mixing Rules 

-0.0492
0.0691
0.0846
0.0087
0.2054 

-0.0848 
-0.6300

0.0195 
-0.0957 
-0.0650 

-0.0178 
-0.0824 
-0.0261 

0.0008 
-0.0792

Original Mixing 
Rules 

. --5.1L 
0.0139 
0.0440 
0.0100 
0.1351 
0.1075 
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Fig. 2-Prediction of equilibrium pressure/composition dia
gram for CH 4 /nC 10 H 22 and comparison with experimental. 

. data. Dashed line represents calculations with the original 
mixing rules; solid line represents calculations with the pres
ent mixing rules; dots represent experimental data. 11 

110.0 
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x(1), y(1) 

Fig. 3-Prediction of equilibrium pressure/composition dia
gram for CO 2 /nC 10 H 22 and comparison with experimental 
data. Dashed line represents calculations with the original 
mixing rules; solid line represents calculations with the pres
ent mixing rules; dots represent experimental data. 11 

In Eq. 30, N Av is the Avogadro number. 
The covolume parameter b is related to p, with the following 

.r,-btion, 

p,=(b/4V) . ..................................... (34)

Results and Discussion 

In these calculations, experimental binary vapor/liquid equilibrium 
data are used in the evaluation of the binary interaction parameters 

562 

T = 283.15 K 

p=75.84 BARS 

PROPANE (100%) 

METHANE (100%) 

ETHANE (100%) 

Fig. 4-Prediction of equilibrium pressure-composition dia• 
gram for CH 4 /C 2 H 6 /C 3 H 8 and comparison with experimen
tal data. Dashed line represents calculations with original 
mixing rules; solid line represents calculations with the pres
ent mixing rules; dots represent experimental data. 13 

that minimize the following objective function: 

M ( )2 
Pexp-Pcal 

OF= ,
E ----'--- , ........................... (35) 

t=l Pexp I 

where Mis the nUipber of experimental data considered, and Pexp 
and Peal are the experimental and calculated bubblepoint pressures, 
respectively. A three-parameter search routine is used to •evaluate the 
binary interaction parameters of the correct version of the van der 
Waals mixing rules. The values of the binary interaction param
eters of all the systems studied in this paper are reported in Table 1. 

The experimental and' calculated results in Fig. 2 are compared 
for the methane/n-decane system, which has a big influence on the 
prediction of the methane/n-butane/n-decane ternary system. In this 
case, both mixing rules provide a good correlation of the experimen
tal results; however, a bigger deviation, overprediction, is observed 
for the original mixing rules in the vicinity of the critical point; 
The C02/n-decane system is illustrated in Fig. 3, where we can 

. see that the PR equation with the classic mixing rules fails to corre-
late the VLE data properly in all ranges of pressures and composi
tion's, while an excellent correlation is obtained with the correct 
mixing rules. 

For asymmetric mixtures, it has been shown that the PR BOS 
could not represent the sharp slope changes near the mixture criti
cal region. This problem can also be observed in a simple ternary 
mixture of methane/ethane/propane, as demonstrated in Fig. 4. 
When the three-body effects are incorporated, however, this figure 
shows that the deviation of the PR equation around the critical point 
is substantially corrected. Because the value of the triple-dipole con
stant P123 is obtained from an approximate expression, an adjusta
ble parameter, e, is introduced in Eq. 18 as 

where e is adjusted to provide the best correlation possible of the 
ternary system. Fig. 5 illustrates the contribution of the three-body 
effects on the phase-behavior prediction of the ternary system in 
the vicinity of the critical region, which is very important for the 
prediction of MMP. The PR equation With the classic mixing rules 
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T • 3#;28 K 

P=206.84 BARS 

N-DECANE .(50%)

METHANE (100%) 

N·BUTANE (50%) 

Fig. 5-Phase behavior and critical tie•line of CH4/nC4H 10 / 
nc 10 H 22• Dashed line represents calculations with the PR 
EOS and the original mixing rules; solid line represents cal• 
culatlons with the PR EOS and the original mixing rules, in
cluding the three-body effects; dots represent experimenta! 
data.14 

and including the three-body effects with e=0,5 is represented by 
the solid lines, while the PR equation with the same mixing rules 
but without the three-body effects overpredicts MMP (dashed lines). 
It should be pointed out that in this case the critical point is evalu
ated from the coexisting curves, and the binodal curve is approxi
mated with a quadratic polynomial around the critical point. The 
value of e is found to be equal to LO· for the 
CO2/nC4H10/nC10H22 system. In Pig. 6, the critical point is ob
tained from Eqs. 26 and 27, and the quadratic polynomial around 
the critical point is obtained with two additional ·points from the 
binodal curve. In this case, we also observe an overprediction of 
the MMP from the PR equation and from the classic mixing rules. 

Conclusions 

I. For successful prediction of phase behavior of ternary and mul
ticomponent systems, we must first be able to correlate binary data 
of species constituting. the mixture correctly, This has been achieved 
here by using the correct version of the van der Waals mixing rules 
for the PR EOS. As a result, the binary vapor/liquid equilibrium 
data are correlated with an accuracy that was not achieved previ
ously with the PR equation. 

2: To improve prediction of the phase behavior of ternary and 
multicomponent mixtures around the critical region, it is necessary 
to incorporate the three-body effects in the EOS calculation. The 
contribution of the'three-body effects around the critical point must 
not be confused w1th the "critical phenomena" effect. 16 Devia
tions of the PR EOS from experimental data of ternary systems 
around the critical point are generally much bigger than what the 
''nonclassical" effect resulting. from "critical phenomena" can 
cause. 

3. Use of the concept of statistical thermodynamics of multicom
ponent mixtures has provided us with a strong tool for improving 
the correlation and predictive capabilities of the existing empirical 
engineering thermodynamic models. 

Nomenclature 

a,b,c,d = parameters 
A = Helmholtz free energy from intermolecular 

interaction 
d = molecular diameter 
D = determinate equation 

f
lj 

= conformal molecular energy parameter 
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.CARBON DIOXIDE (100%) 
T • 344.26 K 

p = 1.03.42 BARS 

N·DECANE (50%) N-BUTANE (50%)

Fig. 6-Phase behavior and critical tie-line of CO 2/nC4 H10/ 
nC 10 H 22• Dashed line represents calculations with the PR 
EOS and the original mixing rules; solid line represents cal
culations with the PR EOS and the new mixing.rules, and the 
three-body effects; dots represent experimental data. 15 

fr = conformal solution parameter of a hypothetical 
pure fluid 

g = Gibb's free energy 
h = Planck constant 

h
u 

= conformal molecular length parameter 
hx = conformal solution parameters of a hypothetical 

pure fluid 
I == ionization potential 

M = number of experimental data 
N = number of molecules in volume 
p = pressure 

p' = empirical EOS. 
Pexp = experimental bubblepoint pressure 
Peal = calculated bubblepoint pressure 
P n = interpolating polynomial at the critical point 

r = intermolecular distance 
R = universal gas constant 
T = temperature 

u
ij 

= pair intermolecular potential energy 
u

0 
= potential energy function of the reference pure 

fluid 
U = total intermolecular potential energy 
V = molar volume 
x = mole fraction, liquid phase 
y = mole fraction, vapor phase 
z = compressibility factor 
a = static polarizability 

· 'Y = interior angle of triangle formed by three
molecules 

E0 = vacuum permittivity 
K = parameter of PR EOS · 
P = triple dipole constant 
� = binary interaction parameter
p = density 

pr = reduced density 
</>; = fugacity coefficient 

Subscripts 

i,j,k = component identification 
m = mixture property 
r = reduced property 
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Superscripts 
c = critical state 
e = empirical correlation 
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